
March was an interesting time for Latin Lawyer to 
visit Miami. Nine days before our round table, DLA 
Piper opened up an office there to target Latin 
America. Also that month, the owner of the China 

Sourcing Center in the Miami Free Zone set up a logistics 
company specifically to enhance the flow of goods between 
China and Latin America.

Both moves point to how Miami might fit in Latin America’s 
global position going forward. The Florida city’s cultural and 
geographical ties to the region have long been a given, but 
lawyers talk of a sea change in its relationship with Latin 
America as the region becomes more of a global player.

Miami has always been a sweet spot for business in Latin 
America: its geography plays in its favour, making it a perfectly 
placed gateway into the region and for Latins entering the US 
– as the flight paths from its international airport prove. Its 
connections to Europe also help, as Fernando Alonso of Hunton 
& Williams notes; “Because we have good connections to 
Europe, we have triangulated an important connection between 
the hemispheres. Latin America is looking to Europe for capital; 
Europe is interested in Latin America and the US.”

Add to that the Latin cultural and racial heritage and Miami 
is well placed to cater to the region far better than many 
other US cities, and its business community has developed 
accordingly. “You have an international banking sector and by 
chance a great number of lawyers who are very well versed in 
international deals who are bilingual and bicultural in terms of 
Latin America,” says George Mencio of Holland & Knight LLP. 
“That adds value you don’t get to in the other centres.” 

With the rise of São Paulo, some would say Miami’s 
position as a hub for Latin america is threatened – but 
the city’s lawyers don’t think so. at a recent round 
table, partners of leading law firms with Latin american 
practices argued that Miami is as relevant as ever 
and perfectly positioned as a crossroads for business 
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